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Abstract 

The magnetic structure of dhcp Nd was deter
mined by combining the results of neutron dif
fraction studies with the results of Landau sym
metry arguments and »normalization group theory 
The incipient magnetic order is a two-dimen
sional, incommensurably modulated structure 
("triple-q" structure). The ordering is accom
panied by a lattice distortion that forms a 
similar pattern. The modulation vector decreases 
from slightly above 1/7 b\ at T H to 1/8 b, at 
i 10 K. The moments at the hexagonal sites lie 
in the basal plane while those at the cubic 
sites lie predominantly along the hexagonal axis 
The size of the moments on the cubic sites is 
approximately 25% of that of the moments on the 
hexagonal sites, with a ratio of three between 
the moment components along the hexagonal axis 
and those in the basal plane. 
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The crystal structure of Hd is hexagonal with a stacking 

11 
sequttrce ABA*C along the c-axis (s). Noon et al. reported 

the first neutron scattering data on Md. They found satel

lites in the elastic spectrua displaced from reciprocal lat

tice points (T) by vectors *q. , k » 1*2,3 in the three equi

valent £. directions. They proposed a nodal for the incipient 

Magnetic ordering ihat persists down t o t 7 . 5 K ~ . X n this 

•o«1*! only the spins in the B and C layers order, and the 

•odel has several inadequacies when compared to the experimen

tal results. Most important, it predicts zero intensities of 

satellites on the b.-axes and identical intensities of satel

lites at x+q. and T-q. . Small, but finite intensities were 

observed on the b.-axes, and, likewise, different intensities 

were observed for satellites at Tiq^. Our neutron diffraction 

measurements, performed at 10 K on single crystals of Nd using 

the steady-state reactor DR3 at Ris#, agree with the results 

described by Noon et al. In addition, we studied the tempera

ture dependence of selected satellites near T_. 

Prom the temperature dependences of {q,0,l} satellite in

tensities, we conclude that the transition at T~ is of second 

order (Fig. 1). According to one of the Landau rules, the sym

metry-breaking order parameter should then transform as an 

irreducible representation of the space group of the paramag

netic phase. The star of q, consists of the six equivalent 

basal plane vectors ±qfc where g. varies from * 0.144 at T- » 

19.9 K to q. » 1/8 at T *v 7.5 K, The point group that leaves 

q, invariant is C-v» This group has four one-dimensional re

presentations, so the order paritmater has n • 6><i components 

http://tot7.5K~.Xn
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denoted *(±ik) « l^axpfii^), where k » 1,2,3. Tha aost gen

eral structure described by tha order parameters M. and a. ia 

linear coabinations of the tens 

uj(r) - (u c^ - »,«> cosier • •k) 

M A, (r) « C M C ^ • wx«) cosCq^r ••• e^) 

uj(r) - who^ co»(qkr + 9/2 • e]t) 

uc(r> « JI B^ coster - a/2 • <*k) , 

where the parameters uw, v., u_ and 8 must be determined ex-
n c s 

perimentally from a neutron diffraction study. In the Landau 

theory, the free energy is expanded in tens of the components 

of the order parameter: 
P - r [ M * * u £ M ? + v I M»M* . (2) 

It k k>j J 

By minimizing F, we find21 that tha "phase diagram" consists 

of three different regions, one region of first-order transi

tion (III) and two regions (I and II) of second-order transi

tion with different ordered atatea. In region I, the ordered 

atate has either H^, Mj or Mj f 0 ("single-q" atructure). By 

choosing u„ • u_» 0 and 6 * 180°, we obtain tha structure of c s 

Moon et al. In region II the ordarad atata haa Mj « M2 • M- + 

0, i.e., the three different equivalent q-vectors are preaent 

aimultanaously ("triple-q" structure). In the critical region. 

Landau theory is insufficient, and near tha phase transition 

tha coefficient* u and v should be replaced by the renorma-

lized values obtained by repeated applicationa of tha renor« 

realization group transformation. At a second-order transition, 

u and v should converge to a stable fixed point. Since the 

only stable fixed point is in region II, and we have found a 

2) 
second-order transition experimentally, we conclude that tha 
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ordered stat« aust have the "trlple-o.* structure. 

The most general "triple-g" structure is a superposition 

of the -siagle-qa components ia (1). i.«. Ujlh - iujfr). 

J • A,B,A',Cs which only dapand on o- through a * Je^. The 

aixth-ordar tara in P fives a to either 0° or f0°. 

The aagnetic neutron diffraction cross sections of a 

pair of satellites at (**%) are identical for the "single-?" 

aad the "triple-q- structures. To distinguish experimentally 

the "aiagle-q" and the "triple-q" structures, it is 

21 
eery to consider the coupling to the lattice . The spin-

lattice coupling introduces two additional teras in the free 

energy expansion; firstly, the usual aagnetostriction with 

wave vector 2q^, and secondly lattice distortions that are 

90° out of phase with the aagnetixation and with periodici

ties given by g. . The latter tern involves coupling to two 

different components»(q^) and ?(q2) °* the order parameter, 

thus it is active only ia the "triple-q" state. To visualise 

the resulting structure, we have plotted the basal plane P-

site spins on top of the distorted B-site lattice (Pig. 2). 

The distortion gives rise to satellites in the diffrac

tion spectra« which generally coincide with the »agnatic sat

ellites. However, while the aegnetic satellites {hiqr0,0} 

vanish, the corresponding structural satellites are allowed. 

The existence of (h±q,0,0) satellites is thus direct evidence 

of the "trlplo-g" structure. As the lattice distortion (u(ik>) 

couples to second order in the primary order parameter, its 

temperature dependence in the critical region should be 

•* 2 f i 

lu(qk)| « (TJJ-T)
 B, in contrast to the primary order para-
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•eter \*i%}\ « ^ Î|-*J
,. 

(l-e.,0,0) and the (q,0,3> satellites (Pi«. IA). The Hfel tem

perature was estimated to be (lt.ftO.l) K both fros tha paak 

in the alaatic scattering away from tha (q,0,3) Bragg point 

and from tha divergence in tha width of tha satellitea cloaa 

to TH (Fig. IB). The critical scattering, which was subtracted 

from the (q,0,3) intensity below * # was estimated fron the 

(q,0,3) intensity above T^ using the scaling laws, after a few 

iterations, 0 converged at I > (0.3§±0.02), in agreement with 

the theoretical value of 0 * 0.39 calculated to second order 

in c. The (l-g.,0,0) intensity is consistent with 0' t l±0.3 «v 

20, thus confirming that the peak arises from a second-order 

coupling to the order parameter tøet only exists for the 

"triple-g* structure. The possibility of Multiple scattering 

effects involving two magnetic satellites was rules out by 

experimental tests and calculation. 

The four parameters giving the magnitude and the phase of 

the spins in the different layers, and the four parameters 

giving the corresponding laitice distortions ware determined 

fron the intensities at 10 K of % 40 independent satellites. 

Por the common phase a • 0°, wa found the maximum moments of 

the "triple-g" structure to be w ^ * 2.36 |iB, v ^ * 0.4 pm, 

vMs % 1 ' ° * MB* *Dd e * 1 8 0°' for a " 90°' w* found wMh % 2'54 

uB, u^ * 0.3 wB, uKz * 0v7? vB# end 9 * 100°. The associated 

lattice distortions are of the order of a few par cant. Tha 

data suggest that the distortions are confined to the basal 

planes and restricted to distortions of either the hexagonal 
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or of the cubic sites. 
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tim. 1 . W t a v m t u * 

tlaa af tka a t n e t a m aaa tka 

ra tka taaalta *C laaa* 

• f tka —utr— latansl-

te u t a l i l t * « , n t aalM 

f i t « ta w w law . 

M i i M varlaclaa o« »' éaacrik-

af U i . a . t ) . tka apaa clrclaa 

tba («.,•. 3) lataaaltlaa batata —ktracflaa of tka c r i t i 

cal acattarlaf tkac aaralata a*> ta * 27 * la •ir»a»>n« witk 

taamrarl aa« ralaar1*. W Tka ra i l vMtk at half aa»l—a of 

tka aatal l l taa. Ika lacraaaaa v U t t af (*.•,!» akava •*• !».> I 

ta aaaaa* ky cr i t ica l acattarlaa. Ika laetaaaat wMtk af 

11-«,«,01 la a raaalatlaa affaet. 

tlJU-1- * » • •afaatic atnetura øf naadyala* far a • to* , tka 

kaaal »laaa eoapofwnta ef tlw »alfta la tlw • layara ara ean-

tarai at tka atøaiø pealtlana ef tlw ilotortaa latt lea (thin 

l iaaa). Par l l laatratlva farpaaaa, tka aaautuaaa of tka 

lattioa ttatortloa ara 0.3 fi^. 


